
SOCHI: Edinson Cavani scored twice as Uruguay
shattered Cristiano Ronaldo’s World Cup dream
with a 2-1 victory over Portugal here yesterday.
Paris Saint-Germain striker Cavani curled home a
superb 62nd-minute winner to settle a thrilling
second round duel in Sochi which sends Uruguay
into a quarter-final against France next Friday.
Cavani had already put Uruguay in front early on,
only for Pepe to head Portugal level in the 55th
minute in a thrilling contest that was not the battle
of attrition many predicted.

Pepe’s goal was the first time the South
Americans’ defence had been breached in this
tournament, but they stood firm after that and are
beginning to look like genuine contenders moving

into the latter stages in Russia.
The only downside for Oscar Tabarez’s side

was the sight of Cavani limping off late on, raising
a question mark over his fitness for next week’s
last eight showdown with the French in Nizhny
Novgorod. Meanwhile, European champions
Portugal go home, as Ronaldo and Lionel Messi
bow out of the competition on the same day. In
contrast, Uruguay march on with arguably the
best defence in international football and one of
the best strike pairings anywhere.

Suarez and Cavani combined brilliantly for the
seventh-minute opener on Russia’s Black Sea
coast. Cavani picked out Suarez on the left with a
cross-field ball, before continuing his run into the
penalty area and meeting the Barcelona striker’s
return delivery at the back post, the ball smacking
off his face and flying in. Suarez almost doubled
the lead from a free-kick midway through the first
half that forced a good save from Rui Patricio.
Meanwhile, Ronaldo did not touch the ball once in
the opposition area in the first period. But with
Uruguay sitting back, Portugal did equalise 10
minutes into the second half. A corner was played
short to Raphael Guerreiro, and his cross from the
left was headed home from close range by Pepe,

rising high above Diego Godin in the area.
After nearly five and a half hours of football, it

was the first goal Uruguay had let in at this
World Cup-indeed it was the first they had con-
ceded in 2018. But their response to that was
magnificent as they went quickly retook the lead,
Rodrigo Bentancur teeing up Cavani for a mag-
nificent first-time curling strike into the far cor-
ner on his right foot.

Portugal coach Fernando Santos threw up his
hands in disgust, realising that coming from
behind a second time against this Uruguay
defence was going to be a tall order. Goalkeeper
Fernando Muslera did almost gift them another
equaliser, dropping a high ball at the feet of
Bernardo Silva, but the Manchester City man
could only volley over.

Cavani then had to be helped off by Ronaldo
before watching the rest of the game from the
dugout with ice on a calf injury. His side held
out, and if he recovers, Cavani can now look for-
ward to coming up against his Paris Saint-
Germain strike partner Kylian Mbappe, so
impressive for France against Argentina. But
Mbappe is unlikely to find the Uruguayan
defence so accommodating. — AFP
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France end Messi’s WCup dream 

MOSCOW: France roared back against Argentina to
reach the World Cup quarter-finals yesterday as won-
derkid Kylian Mbappe sent Lionel Messi home empty-
handed following a seven-goal thriller.  The 1998 cham-
pions won 4-3 and looked a different side from the one
that struggled to find their cutting edge in the group
stage, pouring forward with pace and purpose to
stretch the ageing Argentine defence in Kazan.  Antoine
Griezmann gave France the lead from the penalty spot
but the South Americans levelled after a sweet hit from
Angel Di Maria and edged ahead shortly after half-time
through Gabriel Mercado.  But defender Benjamin
Pavard equalised with a thunderous strike to pull France
level and once more change the complexion of the
game.  That set the scene for 19-year-old Mbappe, who
netted two goals in four second-half minutes to become

the first teenager to score at least twice in a World Cup
match since Pele in 1958.

Sergio Aguero gave Argentina late hope but they ran
out of time and head home after a rollercoaster ride in
Russia that ultimately ends in bitter disappointment for
the two-times former champions.  Man-of-the-match
Mbappe brushed off the Pele comparisons.  “I’m very
happy and it’s flattering to be the second teenager (to
score twice in the knock-out rounds) after Pele but let’s
put things in context: Pele is in another category, but it’s
good to be among these people,” he said.

Beaten finalists four years ago, Argentina only reached
the last 16 by the skin of their teeth after a shambolic
group phase and despite a brave effort against France,
their ageing squad and lack of balance ultimately caught
up with them.

Messi, at the age of 31, may have played his last
World Cup game in a career curiously unfulfilled at
international level despite his astonishing achievements
with Barcelona and his multiple individual awards.
France will play either Uruguay or Portugal in the last
eight.  Cristiano Ronaldo-with his eternal rival Messi
now out of the way-will be looking to further burnish his
reputation against Uruguay in Sochi.  Ronaldo tore out
of the blocks in Russia, smashing a hat-trick in his first
game against Spain and he added another goal in the 1-0
win against Morocco.  But Portugal’s problem against a
Uruguay team with the meanest defence of the tourna-
ment could be their over-reliance on the 33-year-old
five-time world player of the year.

“We have to play as a team. If Ronaldo plays alone we
will lose,” Portugal coach Fernando Santos said. Uruguay

won the last of their two World Cups in 1950 but they
have high hopes thanks to their stingy defence and two
of the world’s most prolific strikers, Edinson Cavani and
Luis Suarez.

FIFA have declared the video assistant referee system,
introduced to the World Cup finals for the first time in
Russia, a success.  Pierluigi Collina, the chairman of
FIFA’s referees committee, said he was pleased with the
impact of VAR but that it did not mean all decisions
would be perfect.

FIFA said VAR crews conducted checks on 335 inci-
dents during the group stage, helping achieve a 99.3 per-
cent rate of correct decisions. “VAR doesn’t mean per-
fection,” Collina said. “There could still be some wrong
interpretation or even mistakes, so it’s not a perfection
that can be reached having implemented VAR.” — AFP

Mbappe, first teenager to score twice in a World Cup match since Pele 

KAZAN: France’s midfielder Paul Pogba (6) heads the ball with Argentina’s defender Nicolas Otamendi (C) and Argentina’s defender Nicolas Tagliafico (2ndR) during the Russia 2018 World Cup round of 16 foot-
ball match between France and Argentina at the Kazan Arena in Kazan yesterday. — AFP

Cavani fires 
Uruguay into last
eight as Ronaldo
dream ends

SOCHI: Uruguay’s forward Luis Suarez (L) heads the ball with Portugal’s
defender Pepe (back) and Portugal’s defender Jose Fonte during the Russia
2018 World Cup round of 16 football match between Uruguay and Portugal at
the Fisht Stadium in Sochi yesterday. — AFP


